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Abstract

A metrological investigation was carried out to determine the effect of plane fitting strategies, filtering and various measurand

configurations, on the accuracy of an XCT scanner. Reference measurements were taken on a tactile CMM with expanded un-

certainty (k=2) of U=1.5 µm. A series of measurements was performed on a 42 mm aluminium step gauge manufactured by fine

milling with a roughness of Ra = 0.2 µm. The same measurement strategies were used for both XCT and CMM, including applic-

ation of various filtering and outlier removal techniques with subsequent plane creation on different measurand configurations.

The influence of different plane creation techniques on the accuracy was established as a major effect. Gaussian fit plane creation

strategy resulted in the best agreement between the measurement results of the two instruments, differences being below 2 µm

for unidirectional and below 8 µm for bidirectional internal and external measurands. The effect of different filtering and outlier

removal techniques on the measurement results was less pronounced on Gaussian fit plane creations, but for outer tangential

plane fitting the highest bias detected was 35 µm for bidirectional internal measurements. Configuration of the measurand also

had a major effect on the bias of XCT with respect to CMM measurements.

Keywords: X-ray computed tomography (XCT), Coordinate measuring machine (CMM), dimensional metrology, step

gauge, plane fitting, filtering, outlier removal

1 Introduction

The number of industrial applications of XCT measurements is large and rapidly increasing, both in existing branches and in

new markets where new product development practices require new measurement and testing methods. The ability of the XCT

to perform non-destructive testing and to determine inner and outer geometry of the parts produced by additive manufacturing

and the components in the assembled state with the simultaneous conduction of dimensional and material quality control is what

separates it from other measuring techniques[1, 2]. Surface determination methods can be understood as one of the fundamental

parameters in the creation of the measurement results and reports, and although XCT is providing much larger coverage of

measurement tasks than a conventional CMM, assembling of the parts is in its nature a surface-to-surface interaction. Due to

that, CMM measurements are still industrial standard. As the core difference between the two measurement systems lies in the

way that they interact with the matter and subsequently derive the measurands, awareness of influence of the surface profile on

the acquisition of data is of utmost importance. An elaborate investigation comparing the differences in the probing principle of

XCT and CMM was conducted by Salzinger et. al.[3] on a measurement object containing surfaces of different roughness and

waviness profiles. The object was measured using XCT and CMM, using different measuring parameters of the both systems, e.g.

various voxel sizes on XCT and various CMM probe diameters, effectively assessing the influence of XCT’s image sharpness

and mechanical filtering of the CMM probe on the obtained results. Reference values of the surface profiles were obtained

using a stylus instrument. Results showed that surface profile depth has critical influence on the bias of the results. The mean

value obtained by the XCT reflects the mean value of the real contour better than the CMM when speaking of rougher contours.

However, the CMM provides reliable results for very smooth profiles where XCT meets it’s limits (image sharpness exceeding

the smoothness of the contour). It was concluded in [3] that further investigation on the topic with the goal of increasing the

spatial resolution of the XCT measurements to provide surface characterisation with finer contours would add significant value

in the industrial application of the XCT systems. Work of Borges et. al.[4] shows how surface determination is an essential step

in the XCT post-processing phase for performing dimensional analyses. The investigation was conducted using DTU’s miniature

step gauges[5] as measuring objects and utilising different segmentation techniques and algorithms. Reference measurements

were made using a CMM. No significant difference between different surface determination methods, except for ISO-50%, was

observed [4]. It is interesting to notice that the maximum measurement error of 40% of the voxel size was achieved for all

segmentation approaches except for the ISO-50%, where the error equaled nearly 1 voxel size thereby inevitably underlining

the importance of the segmentation algorithms. The authors suggest further investigation on the influence of the segmentation
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techniques on the measurement results, using samples with higher noise level[4].

In this work a metrological investigation was conducted on the calibrated miniature step gauge (Figure ??) with the purpose of

determining the effect that different filtering and plane fitting strategies have on the accuracy[6] of an XCT scanner, compared to

that of a CMM. Because the two measuring principles are fundamentally different, a lot of effort has been given into the creation

of a measurement strategy that would produce the best correlation between the definition of measurands on the two systems. The

choice of measurement object has been made among step gauges of different materials, choosing the one with smallest surface

error and therefore minimising the effect of mechanical probe filtering. The measurement object was an aluminium (grade

AW-2011, [7]) miniature step gauge manufactured at DTU, originally developed as an artefact for verification of optical 3D

scanners. High quality of geometrical reproduction, high stability and surface cooperativeness all proved as crucial properties[5],

while the documented usage of the step gauges in connection with metrological investigations[3, 4, 7–9] firmly cemented the

choice. Inspiration for the definition of measurands came from a previous work that has been done on the step gauges. However,

conduction of initial investigations resulted in the expansion of the starting group of measurands and the development of specific

measurement strategy.

(a) General dimensions (b) Top: Roughness measurement setup; Bottom: Scale of a roughness profile compared
to the CMM Ø 0.8 mm probe

Figure 1: Step gauge - general dimensions and roughness measurement

2 Metrological investigation

2.1 Roughness assessment of functional surfaces of the step gauge

In order to analyse the differences between the XCT and CMM measurements on the functional surfaces of the step gauge, it was

necessary to measure the surface roughness inside the grooves. The grooves were milled in the direction perpendicular to the

gauge’s long axis. Roughness measurements were performed, based on the parameters in ISO 4287[10] on both sides of three

separate grooves of the step gauge (Figure 1 (b)). Cutoff length and positioning was set following the procedure described by

Angel [7]. Average value of roughness parameters were Ra = 0.2 µm and Rz = 1.4 µm.

2.2 CMM measurement setup

The CMM used to conduct the measurements was Zeiss Prismo 7/9/7. A measuring setup was created using a large and a

horizontal fixture providing required accessibility to the grooves (figure 2 (a)). The CMM had a probe diameter of 0.8 mm,

measuring force of 100 mN and 50% probing dynamics. The software used for measurements was CALYPSO®. A tactile CMM

can not provide the full point cloud representation of an object, however to achieve a fair comparison with the XCT results, it was

decided to measure each individual groove plane using the grid scanning strategy with the 50 µm step (figure 2 (b)), resulting in

a series of point clouds consisting of roughly 1500 points (prior to filtering procedures).
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(a) CMM measurement fixture (b) Grid scanning strategy

Figure 2: CMM measurement setup specifications

2.3 XCT measurement setup

XCT scanner used to conduct the metrological investigation was Werth TomoScope XS. Utlized magnification was 075 XL. 0.5

mm copper filter was also placed as a part of the setup. The set of parameters resulted in a voxel size of 25 µm and focal spot size

of 11 µm. A measuring setup was created using the Styrodur® custom made fixture (see figure 3 (a)). Measurement sequence

and strategy was defined using Winwerth® software. Filtering and outlier removal of the XCT data was done on the level of the

entire data set.

(a) XCT measurement fixture (b) XCT plane creation

Figure 3: XCT measurement setup specifications

As the XCT provides the full point cloud representation of the measurement object, no special process was needed regarding

individual areas as of the data acquisition with CMM (figure 3 (b). Each groove plane in XCT contained roughly 12.000 points.

Same plane fitting techniques were applied as with the CMM measurements.

3 General measurement strategy

Processing of the XCT volume data as well as segmented point cloud from CMM to construct dimensions, includes a number

of steps shown in the flowchart on figure 4. The current work focuses on the choices with darker blocks in the flow chart and

their effect on the final calculated dimensions on the step gauge. Investigating the influence of the individual factors trough

comparison of the results provided by different measurement systems, required utilisation of a uniform measurement strategy on

both systems. A complete agreement cannot be obtained due to the already mentioned fundamental differences between XCT

and CMM probing, but also because of differences in the software tools provided by the manufacturers of the respective systems.

This section will elaborate on the properties of the measurement strategy that are common for both measurement systems, while

specific differences among them will be given in the following sections.

After the acquisition of measurement data points, filtering techniques were applied. Filtration is a way of separating features

of interest from other features in the data. Different filters possess different nesting indexes, which are sizes at which features

are separated [12]. The current investigation encompassed the usage of filters that are using different nesting indexes (cut-off

wavelength, sphere radius) or different segregation principles (median, factor based outlier removal). Filtering and outlier re-

moval procedures can be applied both on volume and surface data. Therefore, filtering in XCT can be applied at two stages,

while on CMM it is possible to filter only the surface data. To investigate the influence of individual techniques, separate results

derived from only raw (unfiltered) data have been produced, as well as results derived from the application of just filtering or

just outlier removal technique. Following the filtering procedures (if it was the choice), planes have been fitted to both sides of
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each individual groove on the step gauge, using either Gaussian (GA) or outer tangential (OT) fitting technique. Piercing point

of each individual plane with a line parallel to x-axis finally resulted in the boundaries of each of each of the respected two point

size length measurands. Five repeated measurements were done on both CMM and XCT machines.

Figure 4: Overview of the strategies from data acquisition to construction of a measurand (darker blocks are showing the choices

under focus)

Volume filtering: On XCT, volumetric data are constructed from a series of tomographs. In the scope of this investigation,

Median filter was applied on the volumetric data. According to the information available from the supplier, median filtering

explodes the point cloud into partial point clouds with a radius corresponding to a set value. A median point is generated from

the points in each partial point cloud. The number of runs conducted for Median filtering was 1 with a set radius value of 0.065

mm.

Threshold setting: Application of threshold techniques results in the creation of a usable point cloud and subsequently of surface

data.

Surface filtering and outlier removal: Outlier removal procedure in the form of Spike filter was applied on the surface data of the

XCT. Spike filter is using the CAD model (ideal contour) of the measuring object to smooth out the point cloud, without regards

to edges. A sphere radius of 0.065 mm was used for the Spike outlier removal, involving two loops for determination of the mean

value.

Subsequent to data acquisition on the CMM, measurement sequence involved application of Spline filter [11] with 0.8 mm cut-off

wavelength and outlier removal procedure provided by the CALYPSO software®. Provided outlier removal procedure included

factor based removal of the outliers and pre-filtering of the data. Choice of parameters was done according to the recommendation

of the CMM provider - factor for outlier 2.5, pre-filter wavelength range 0.25 to 2.5 mm.

Creation of the coordinate system: The definition of basic coordinate system was done using "3-2-1" alignment and was the same

for both measurement systems. The top surface of the step gauge was used to create the Z plane. Two longer sides were used to

create X1 and X2 planes while the plane positioned symmetrically between them was referred to as the X plane, cutting the step

gauge in half. The Y plane was created using the left side of the groove number 6. Intersection of planes X and Z provided the

definition of the X axis while the intersection of all three planes (X, Y and Z) gave the origin of the coordinate system (see figure

5 (a)). All the planes used for providing the coordinate system were created using the least square (Gaussian) fitting method.

Next, the necessary auxiliary geometrical elements were created. Offsetting a top Z plane by -1 mm towards the bottom of the

step gauge created a so called "Saw" plane. Intersection of the "Saw" plane with the X plane resulted in a line passing through
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the center-point of all the grooves. The line was referred to as the "Spear" (see figures 5 (b) and (c)). Because all measurands

(figure 7) are 2 point sizes (ISO 14405-1) [13], determination of the boundary points is the foundation for their definition.

(a) Sketch of the base alignment (b) CMM measurand definition (c) XCT measurand definition

Figure 5: Graphical representation of the referent coordinate system together with measurands definition on CMM and XCT

Choice of plane fitting strategies: For the choice of fitting strategy, the Gaussian and outer tangential fit were selected in this work

Gaussian plane fitting (GA) is one of the most common types of plane fitting for segmental surface data using the least squares

criterion. Because of its principle, the position of the Gaussian fitted plane is very stable and not sensitive to single data point

and therefore, a good reference. Outer tangential (OT) plane fitting has been chosen with the goal of simulating the mechanical

filtering effect of the CMM’s probe and emphasising the visibility of different filtering and outlier removal techniques (due to it’s

higher sensitivity to extreme data points).

Choice of dimensional configuration: To observe the XCT behavior in this work, the geometry of the measurands was predefined

in three configurations: A. Unidirectional dimensions (DU1 to DU5) and additional unidirectional measurement of single grooves

(G1 to G11) B. Bidirectional internal dimensions (DBi1 to DBi6) C. Bidirectional external dimensions (DBe1 to DBe5). The

three configurations were designed to access the effect that different combination of dimensions, based on inner or outer surfaces

of the material, have on the measured results (bias direction in particular, as it shown on figure 6). Furthermore, it can be used to

study the effect on the results of X-ray passing trough the material or through the air, possibly due to attenuation. Bidirectional

internal measurands are subdivided into measurands defined solely upon the single groove width (G) and the ones defined upon

multiple different lengths (DBi). Overview of all the measurands with the respected nominal values is given on figure 7.

(a) Bidirectional internal measurands (b) Bidirectional external measurands (c) Unidirectional measurands

Figure 6: Nature of the 2-point size measurands. N.B. two lengths on each figure represent two different measurement values,

either from different measurement systems or measurement strategies

Figure 7: Sketch of the measurands on the step gauge
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DBi1&G1-11=2 DBi2=10 DBi3=18 DBi4=26 DBi5=34 DBi6=42

DBe1=6 DBe2=14 DBe3=22 DBe4=30 DBe5=38

DU1=4 DU2=12 DU3=20 DU4=28 DU5=36

Table 1: Nominal value of all measurands, in mm

4 Results and discussion

Results of the investigation have been clustered, analysed and reported in this section. An estimation of the measurement

uncertainty was just based upon the MPE values provided by the manufacturers of CMM and XCT. Average expanded uncertainty

values (k=2) is 1.5 µm for the CMM results and 4.5 µm for XCT results. In all the graphs the dotted curves refer to results of

Gaussian fitting (GA) while solid curves show results of outer tangential fitting (OT). Bidirectional internal measurements on

single grooves (G1 to G11) without application of filters or outlier removals on both CMM and XCT are presented in figure 8.

Figure 8: Bidirectional internal measurements for width of single grooves (G1-G11); Raw data, both plane fitting strategies

The width of a groove is a bidirectional internal dimension with a nominal size of 2 mm. The main conclusion of the graph

is that the groove width is measured about 25 µm smaller with XCT-OT than CMM-OT. The effect is opposite when Gaussian

fit is used, so that width of groove with XCT-GA is about 7 µm larger than CMM-GA. The error bars on each groove (G1 to

G11) present the range of results for 5 repetitions on XCT and CMM. Obviously, the OT curve have larger dissipation of the

results than GA curves. The precision of XCT-GA results is highest among all the other sets of the results presented in the graph.

Deviation of the groove width measurements over 5 repetitions of XCT-GA is less than 1µm, while 5 repetitions of CMM-GA

results in 3 µm difference. The reason can also be higher number of points included in each XCT-GA measurement compared to

the limited number of points in CMM-GA. The other aspect of the graph is related to 11 different grooves. Deviation of XCT-OT

measurement results for the groove widths is the highest. CMM-OT has much less deviation, but still more than the CMM-GA

and XCT-GA. Knowing that the presented results are from raw data, the higher OT deviations can be explained by a higher level

of noise in XCT raw data compared to CMM raw data.

In figure 9, the bias of XCT with respect to CMM is shown for all measurement data series in raw and filtered & outlier removed

status against dimension size in mm. For each data series, the bias has been calculated between each respected plane creation

strategy. The bidirectional internal measurements (group I in figure 7) are shown in blue curves. The dotted curve (GA) has a

positive bias meaning that the XCT-GA measures a larger dimension than CMM-GA for all different dimensions ranging from 2

to 42 mm. For the blue solid curve (OT) the bias is negative for all dimensions series meaning that XCT-OT measures a smaller

dimension than CMM-OT. Both observations have the same nature observed on figure 8 for the single groove measures as both

series are bidirectional internal dimensions. For the sake of comparison, the bias of XCT to CMM calculated from single groove

bidirectional measures (figure 8) are also displayed in figure 9. The result of bidirectional single groove bias is not a curve but

series of points (red) at the dimension size of 2 mm, as all the nominal groove widths are 2 mm. It is worth to mention that

there is a good agreement between the two series so that the red points of the single groove results lie on the blue curve of the

bidirectional internal series. The bidirectional external measurements (group II in figure 7) are shown by green curves. The main

observation is that the bias sign has changed, proving the constant behavior of the different plane fitting strategies. The size of

the error in external dimensions is in the same range of that for internal dimensions.
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Figure 9: Bias of XCT with respect to CMM for all measurands from raw and filtered & outlier removed data

The unidirectional measurements (group III in figure 7) are shown in grey curves in figure 9. The bias level for this type of

measurand is very low because in this configuration the offsets of Gaussian or outer tangential planes are in the same direction.

Therefore, this configuration is purely useful as the confirmation of the measurement procedure (correct calibration) but has no

value in assessing the influence of different filtering techniques or plane fitting strategies. Raw and filtered & outlier removed

results have the same scale on the bias axis in order to facilitate the comparison before and after filtration. It is important to notice

that all results based on Gaussian fitting to construct the dimensions (the three dotted curves), irrespective of the measurand

configuration are remained unchanged after filtration. Due to the principle of least square fitting of a Gaussian plane to the

surface data, the Gaussian element is based on the majority of the data and is therefore not sensitive to removing a few points

in the outlier removal process. Even further filtration for smoothening has a negligible effect on the reconstructed dimension.

Although the outer tangential fitting is more sensitive to the outlier and the results acquired by it are showing greater variability

than the Gaussian fitted ones, it’s effect is still negligible compared to the effect that different plane fitting strategy has on the

position of the plane. Furthermore, there are two important conclusions that are to be discussed. The first one is that XCT-GA

plane is more inside the material than CMM-GA plane, and the second one is that XCT-OT is more outwards than CMM-OT.

Figure 10 illustrates the real profile of the surface in interaction with the CMM tactile probe, and probing of the same profile in

XCT scanning. The 800 µm CMM probe has a certain track shown in black which is close to the top of asperities on the surface,

and has a mechanical low pass filter function. On this track, only certain points will be regarded as measurement data.

Figure 10: Influence of the measurement systems

On the other side, the measurement principle of the XCT is based on its discrete voxel data, which was 25 µm in all measure-

ments (also influenced by the focal spot size). The XCT threshold shown in purple is consisted of those voxel data. Location

of a Gaussian plane in the case of XCT is highly dependent on the voxel size. In the current case, because of the small voxels,

the location of GA is expected to be deeper in the material surface than the CMM-GA. As noise in XCT data can be expected,

placement of an outer tangential plane higher than the actual surface might be the case (XCT-OT).

Figure 11 is representing measurement bias results between the two systems, considering all the filtering and outlier removal

techniques. It is important to notice dominant effect that the plane creation technique has on the measurement results, grouping
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them into two distinctive groups. Moreover, two groups share similar absolute values of the bias but express opposite directions

when dealing with internal or external measurands, once more proving that the plane position from the figure 10 is accurate and

that the plane fitting techniques are having constant behaviour.

Figure 11: Bidirectional internal and external measurands bias between XCT results and filtered CMM results, both plane fitting

strategies

Next, figures 12 and 13 are showing the results of the variability analysis for the 4 groups of measurements in the form of box

plots. Regression curves were fitted to each group of results to remove the systematic effect so the influence of different filtering

technique could be observed for individual plane fitting strategies on a specific type of measurand. If only the direction of the

bias (positive or negative) for each respected measurand is considered, one can conclude something about the relative position

that XCT measurands have compared to the CMM ones. The relative positions are represented with the small sketches above the

respected variability analysis. Obviously, sub-micron range of the bias variation in the case of Gaussian plane fitting (figure 12)

is a valid proof of its averaging effect. However, due to the fact that the estimated expanded uncertainty for XCT measurements

is larger than the variation between the biases, it also means that those results must be taken only informatively. Larger variation

in the case of outer tangential fitting exceeds the uncertainty and once more proves higher sensitivity of the mentioned fitting to

outliers.

(a) Influence of different filtering techniques -
DBi measurands

(b) Variability analysis of different filtering tech-
niques - DBe measurands

Figure 12: Variability analysis of the bias produced by different filtering and outlier removal techniques - Gaussian plane fitting
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(a) Influence of different filtering techniques -
DBi measurands

(b) Variability analysis of different filtering tech-
niques - DBe measurands

Figure 13: Variability analysis of the bias produced by different filtering and outlier removal techniques - outer tangential plane

fitting

Taking geometrical configuration of the measurands (figure 5), sign of the bias and relative positions of each individual box

plot (corresponding to different filtering and/or outlier removal technique) into account, observation about the influence of the

filtering and outlier removal technique on the position of the planes can be made - figure 14 The effect is different for Gaussian

plane fitting and for outer tangential plane fitting. It can be stated that Median filter shifts the Gaussian fitted plane outwards

while the Spike filter (outlier removal) shifts it inwards. The results for the outer tangential plane are obviously more influenced

by the extreme data values (large whiskers of the box plots) but if their effect is neglected, the effect of Median and Spike filtering

can be observed to have opposite direction that in the case of Gaussian plane fitting.

Figure 14: Influence of different filtering and outlier removal strategies on the position of Gaussian and outer tangential fitted

planes

5 Conclusions

A metrological investigation using a 42 mm aluminium step gauge was carried out to determine the effect of plane fitting

strategies, filtering and various measurand configurations on the accuracy of an XCT scanner with respect to reference measure-

ments taken on a tactile CMM with expanded uncertainty (k=2) of U=1.5 µm.

The main conclusions were that:

• The difference between XCT and CMM measurement systems is established as a major effect due to low pass filtering of

the 800 µm CMM probe compared to the finer voxel size of 25 µm used in XCT experiments.

• Bias of XCT with respect to CMM in different configurations on the 42 mm step gauge has been measured. In case of

Gaussian fitting the maximum bias was reported to be 8 µm, while outer tangential fitting may result up to 35µm. Bias

showed no dependency to increasing dimensions for the size range of 2-42 mm.
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• XCT measurements on Gaussian constructed dimensions had a better repeatability than CMM in 5 repetitions. This might

be due to the very high number of points available for determining the Gaussian fitted planes. Higher number of points can

also be the reason why the repeatability is smaller in the case of outer tangential fitting.

• Observing the bias of the results (b = XCT - CMM), plane creation strategy was established as another major effect. Outer

tangential plane of the XCT was observed to be positioned more on the outside of the material than the CMM, Gaussian

fitted plane more on the inside.

• Gaussian plane fitting can be considered a source of predictable bias between XCT and CMM measurements on the same

object, using correlated measuring strategies.

• Procedure for accessing the influence of the filtering and outlier removal on the XCT measurement results (through the

scope of fitted plane relative positions) has been developed and applied for the conducted investigation. The procedure is

based on the variability analysis of the bias for measurands of different geometrical configuration. Filtering and outlier

removal have been established as minor effects.

• It must be emphasized that the observations about plane fitting, filtering and outlier removal effects can’t be taken as

general conclusions and can only be observed trough the scope of the conducted investigation! Nevertheless, they provide

valid insight in the behaviour of the mentioned mechanisms while the established procedure for their assessment forms a

solid ground for future research.
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